Suspension MAXX
ADVANCED LEVELING LIFT KITS

2017 CATALOG
MAXXLINKS

SWAY BAR LINKS BAD AGAIN?

THE SOLUTION!

MAXXLinks
• Replaces wear prone stock ball socket with a long-lasting, simple robust design
• Polyurethane bushings fit better and perform longer than original equipment
• Patented bushing design to allow articulation of the sway bar
• Extended lengths for Leveled and Lifted trucks/ SUVs
• Stainless steel washers and Grade 8 hardware
• 4140 heat treated steel end link
• No drill, direct bolt in
**FAQ and how to order links for your truck!**

**Q:** How do I measure my sway bar links on my lifted truck?

**A:** Measure the sway bar end link from the center line of the lower mounting point to the centerline of the upper mounting point. Our links are built to the specific center to center measurements.

**Q:** I have the center to center measurement but what part number do I need to order?

**A:** First select the link style you need based on your year make and model. Then add the desired measurement to the end of the part number.

For example if you need a 8-1/2” sway bar end link for your 2006 Dodge Ram 2500. The link style would be SMX-1226. The 8.5” version would be SMX-122685 or for a 8” version SMX-122680.

For sway bar links greater than 8.5” please call and we can build you a sway bar link for your RAM up to 12” Center to Center! Depending on your model.

Please verify the style of end link you need for your truck. Dodge has changed the sway bar links in some cases every two years and we have done our best to narrow the sway bar links down to the exact year make and model.

**Q:** I have a 4 inch lifted ram and it has stock end links, how could this be?

**A:** Lift kits often come with screw on extensions for your sway bar links or they use a drop bracket for the frame that allows you to keep the OE sway bar links.

**Q:** What about the Heim joint sway bar links?

**A:** We experienced and had customers try the heim joint style end links and at first they are great. As the heim joints wear over time they end up loose and noisy. No longer capable of keeping the sway bar firmly mounted to the axle.
END LINK TYPES

NO DRILL, DIRECT BOLT ON FIT

9/16” STUD
10MM STUD WITH TAPER
12MM STUD WITH TAPER
12MM STUD SLIGHT TAPER
12MM SHORT STUD

STARTING AT $94.50
SOLD IN PAIRS

RAM/DODGE SWAY BAR END LINKS

2006-2017 RAM 1500 4x4 w/ IFS

Excludes Mega Cab 4x4 models

Stock
SKU# SMX-1300
Length: 7.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

Leveled
SKU# SMX-1300L
Length: 8.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

Lifted
SKU# SMX-1300xx
Length: Custom Length for lifted applications

2000-2001 RAM 1500 4x4

Stock
SKU# SMX-1225
12MM Stud with taper
Length: 4.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

Leveled
SKU# SMX-1225L
12MM Stud with taper
Length: 5.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

Lifted
SKU# SMX-1225xx
12MM Stud with taper
Length: Custom Length for lifted applications

April 1995-1999 RAM 1500 4x4

Stock
SKU# SMX-1223
12MM Stud slight taper
Length: 3.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

Leveled
SKU# SMX-1223L
12MM Stud slight taper
Length: 4.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

Lifted
SKU# SMX-1223xx
12MM Stud slight taper
Length: Custom Length for lifted applications

1994-March 1995 RAM 1500 4x4

Stock
SKU# SMX-1222
12MM Short Stud
Length: 3.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

Leveled
SKU# SMX-1222L
12MM Stud slight taper
Length: 3.0” *(Ctr to Ctr)

*NOTICE: Early Ram models have inverted sway bay links. Longer sway bar links will not work with the inverted tower design. Shorter sway bar links required for leveled trucks
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MAXXLINKS

2014-2017 RAM 2500 4x4 | 2013.5-2016 RAM 3500 4x4

**Stock**
SKU# SMX-1315
9/16" Stud
Length: 5.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

**Leveled**
SKU# SMX-1315L
9/16" Stud
Length: 6.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

**Lifted**
SKU# SMX-1315xx
9/16" Stud
Length: Custom Length for lifted applications

**Stock**
SKU# SMX-1311
9/16" Stud
Length: 5.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

**Leveled**
SKU# SMX-1311L
9/16" Stud
Length: 6.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

**Lifted**
SKU# SMX-1311xx
9/16" Stud
Length: Custom Length for lifted applications

2011-2013 RAM 2500/3500 4x4

**Stock**
SKU# SMX-1227
9/16" Stud
Length: 4.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

**Leveled**
SKU# SMX-1227L
9/16" Stud
Length: 5.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

**Lifted**
SKU# SMX-1227xx
9/16" Stud
Length: Custom Length for lifted applications

2006-2010 RAM 1500 Mega Cab/2500/3500 4x4

**Stock**
SKU# SMX-1226
10MM stud with taper
Length: 4.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

**Leveled**
SKU# SMX-1226L
10MM stud with taper
Length: 5.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

**Lifted**
SKU# SMX-1226xx
10MM stud with taper
Length: Custom Length for lifted applications

2003-2005 RAM 2500/3500 4x4

**Stock**
SKU# SMX-1225
12MM stud with taper
Length: 4.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

**Leveled**
SKU# SMX-1225L
12MM stud with taper
Length: 5.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

**Lifted**
SKU# SMX-1225xx
12MM stud with taper
Length: Custom Length for lifted applications

2000-2002 RAM 2500/3500 4x4

**Stock**
SKU# SMX-122445
12MM Stud slight taper
Length: 4.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

**Leveled**
SKU# SMX-122455
12MM stud slight taper
Length: 5.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)

**Lifted**
SKU# SMX-1224xx
12MM stud slight taper
Length: Custom Length for lifted applications

1998-1999 RAM 2500/3500 4X4
CHEVROLET/GMC SWAY BAR END LINKS OEM LENGTHS

2002-2003 Chevrolet Trailblazer / GMC Envoy

Front Sway Bar Links
12MM Short stud
SKU# SMX-K666F

2004-2007 Chevrolet Trailblazer / GMC Envoy

Front Sway Bar Links
SKU# SMX-K8082

2002-2009 Chevrolet Trailblazer / GMC Envoy

Rear Sway Bar Links
Stock
12MM Short stud
SKU# SMX-K666R

1994-March 1995 RAM 2500/3500 4x4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock</th>
<th>SKU# SMX-1222</th>
<th>12MM Short stud</th>
<th>Length: 3.5” *(Ctr to Ctr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leveled</td>
<td>SKU# SMX-1222i</td>
<td>12MM Short stud</td>
<td>Length: 3.0” *(Ctr to Ctr)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NOTICE: Early Ram models have inverted sway bay links. Longer sway bar links will not work with the inverted tower design. Shorter sway bar links required for leveled trucks

2003-2013 2500/3500 RAM 2WD

| Stock | SKU# SMX-1229 | 12MM Short stud | Length: 3.5” *(Ctr to Ctr) |
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